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"However, it is not a method that everyone can use to sacrifice the incarnation outside the body by 

dividing the spirit beast. Even in that place, the user's foundation is also required to be strong. 

Otherwise, it may be eaten back by the spirit dividing beast, and the dove will occupy the nest. 

 

With your body and foundation strength, you don't have to worry at all. You can use this spirit animal to 

sacrifice. " 

 

Ye Chen hears speech surprise way: "that minute spirit animal, want to sacrifice how long, just can use?" 

 

The Royal beast Spirit said: "boy, although the specific sacrifice time varies from person to person, 

according to my estimation, now you don't want to think about it. OK, give me the body, and I will seal 

the spirit animal into the body for you." 

 

"Let your blood dragon see what it can do." 

 

Ye Chen can't help but feel disappointed, but he immediately gets up his spirits. Anyway, the strength of 

the spirit beast will become stronger as he becomes stronger. It's nothing to wait for a long time. Even if 

he doesn't use it, it's OK to nurture the blood dragon's entity! 

 

At that time, he was introverted and handed over his body to the spirit God. 

 

A little bit of the Ning Cui Jiao, which was a leisurely little dragon, suddenly looked frightened. The green 

body was fixed in the air and kept struggling. The scales and flesh of its whole body were gradually 

falling off in the struggle! 

 

After a while, a small transparent beast appears in front of Ye Chen. The appearance of this small beast 

is vaguely similar to that of ningcuijiao. 



 

Is this the spirit animal? 

 

At this time, ye Chen finally felt a strange breath from the transparent little beast. 

 

The little beast roared at the king beast spirit God, and his whole body flashed with lightning. He actually 

had the same magical power as Ning Cui Jiao. But how could it escape under the confinement of the 

God? 

 

Soon, he was pulled into Ye Chen's body, and his powerful spiritual power and the Qi of Geng Jin 

condensed into a chain and penetrated the body of the spirit beast. 

 

On its body, a strange Rune emerges, which is completely sealed on Ye Chen's chest. At the same time, 

ye Chen is full of blood full of strong breath of life. In a moment, the spirit animal is completely 

wrapped. 

 

At the same time, the blood dragon is aware of something, eyes full of surprise, dragon chant bursts. 

 

…… 

 

The spirit God of the Royal beast gently breathed: "well, this is done. You have completed the ceremony 

of recognizing the LORD with this spirit animal. As long as you refine it to a certain degree with your 

blood, it will wake up. At that time, release it from the body, and it can incarnate into a similar 

appearance with you and have some of your strength." 

 

"However, it seems that the blood dragon is also interested in the spirit beast." 

 

"I have a hypothesis. If the spirit beast, the blood dragon and you have bred a body together, the power 

is beyond my imagination." 

 

"Part of your strength, but also the strength of the blood dragon, this Forget it, it's just a question of 

whether it can succeed or not. " 



 

Ye Chen nodded and then waved his hand. A huge monster corpse appeared in the cave. Now that the 

spirit animal has been sacrificed and refined, it is time to start absorbing the beast's flesh and blood. 

 

According to the order of the spirit God of the imperial beast, ye Chen first took out the body of cangyan 

beast in the five layers of heaven in the Hedao realm and devoured the monster beast in the five layers 

of heaven in the Hedao realm. Now he can't keep up with his cultivation. The main purpose is to get 

cangyan, the original life of cangyan beast. 

 

Ye Chen licked his lips. The shape of the cangyan beast looks like a wolf. Its taste should be different 

from the devil crocodile and snake that he has tasted before. Does it have a different flavor? 

 

The treatment of monsters' corpses in Wanshou Pavilion is very good and well preserved, and even the 

fresh flavor in the flesh and blood has not disappeared at all. 

 

Immediately, he reached out a little, and a layer of lavender flame appeared on the whole huge body of 

cangyan beast. A strong smell of meat filled the whole cave in an instant. 

 

Ye Chen's spirit is aroused. He sprinkles some seasoning on cangyan beast at will, and then he can't wait 

to tear off the delicious roast meat and put it into his mouth 

 

A day later, ye Chen smiles and stares at the fire between his fingers. 

 

At this time, it seems that the flame has changed from pale purple to pale green! 

 

The spirit God of the imperial beast said in silence: "it really succeeded What's your origin? If you don't 

absorb too much monster's flesh and blood, your foundation will be affected. I really want you to eat all 

kinds of monsters and see how many magical powers you can get... " 

 

Ye Chen put up the fire, his eyes were bright, and with a wave of his hand, another monster corpse 

appeared on the ground 

 



Ten days later, ye Chen, sitting in a sitting position, suddenly opened his eyes. The purple light flashed in 

his eyes, and his powerful breath roared out. He took a deep breath to stabilize the surging spiritual 

power in his body and gradually converged his breath. 

 

At this time, he was already the top cultivation of the seventh layer heaven in Hunyuan state! 

 

Ye Chen has a smile on his face. As long as he wants to, he can break through the eight layers at any 

time. However, it is not urgent now. With his finger moving, a black flame emerges in front of him. In 

the flame, a manic energy fluctuation is faintly emitted. This black flame is Ye Chen's biggest harvest in 

the past ten days. 

 

In this black flame, there is even a trace of the immortal fire in Ye Chen's body.Although the immortal 

fire is powerful in Kunlun, it is not high enough in Lingwu continent. 

 

It's a good choice to blend into the flame. 

 

It's a freshman. 

 

Ye Chen was named Xuanyan for the black flame. 

 

In the xuanyuezong of Lingwu continent, there were different levels of fire, including sky fire, ground fire 

and human fire. To cultivate the formula of burning blood, the lowest requirement was to use the same 

level of fire. 

 

Ye Chen's dark flame, now, is just a breakthrough to the ground fire and other levels, is inferior to the 

ground fire. 

 

However, even if it is the inferior ground fire, as long as it enters this level, it has terrible energy. With 

this flame alone, ye Chen can defeat his opponents in the early and middle stages of the state of nature. 

 

Therefore, ye Chen is also full of expectations about the effect of burning blood formula with Xuanyan. 

 



After that, he took out another one from the jade bamboo slips. 

 

Ye Chen's divine consciousness sank into the jade slips with a slight frown on his brow. This strange skill 

is really obscure. Even with Ye Chen's understanding, he can't understand it for a while, and he can't 

help but fall into deep thinking. 

 

It seems that This is more strange than the great power of samsara cemetery. 

 

Is the secret of xuanyuezong really so terrible? 

 

Does that mysterious girl know the things behind xuanyuezong? 

 

A few days later, ye Chen opened his eyes and vomited out a puff of turbid Qi. Until now, he can 

understand part of the content of the hundred step electric drive. It is considered that he has reached 

the entry-level level of cultivation through hard work. However, it is still difficult for him to do it now. 
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After all, he is only half a foot into the door, there are some key points, not enough control. 

 

Even if he can't use it for the time being, he can still use his body method more quickly than before 

through his understanding of the hundred step chasing electricity. When he meets the opponent in the 

natural environment, he is barely enough. 

 

Now, it's only half a month before the blood burning test. Ye Chen decides to start practicing the 

burning blood formula. Although he has already understood the blood burning formula and can use it, it 

will take time to really integrate the dark flame. 

 

At present, ye Chen holds a strange formula in his hand, and the mysterious purple and gold lines on his 

body reappear. At the same time, his whole body breath changes, and he exudes a kind of temperament 

like the nine heavenly gods. 



 

The dark flame floats in front of Ye Chen's body, and then flashes and melts into Ye Chen's body. At the 

center of Ye Chen's eyebrows, a flame pattern emerges. In the next moment, ye Chen's body is suddenly 

wrapped in black flame and burns violently 

 

The flame is constantly burning, and the purple and gold lines on Ye Chen burst out a strong light. At the 

same time, pieces of burnt black appear on Ye Chen's body surface, and quickly recover under the 

strong vitality. Ye Chen's face is also instantly distorted due to severe pain. 

 

Although it's not too difficult to practice this formula of burning blood, it requires extremely high 

strength of the body. Moreover, it is extremely painful. Not everyone can practice it. 

 

Ye Chen concentrated his mind and did not let the operation of the skill be affected by the sharp pain. 

The flame on his body surface slowly integrated into his body, and the time passed by 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, wanjian emperor palace. 

 

The fire sword God opened his eyes fiercely, and the breath on his body was climbing! 

 

Xingqiao realm, fengmenjing 

 

Even the ancient taboo array is hard to suppress. 

 

He took a long breath, and looked at the crowd, and found that everyone's strength was restored. 

 

The realm has also improved a lot. 

 

The fire sword God stood up and carried his hands behind him: "this time, it is our wanjian emperor 

palace that owes the two people's love." 



 

On that day, ye Chen blocked everything for the palace of wanjian emperor, which lasted for a long 

time. 

 

And the mysterious veil girl. 

 

Another sword God came to the fire sword God and asked, "do you want me to inquire about the girl's 

whereabouts? This person gives me the feeling of noble status. If we make an alliance with wanjian 

emperor palace, we will have confidence in the face of those top forces. " 

 

The fire sword God shook his head: "no, I saw the girl's eyes, as if I could not get into her eyes." 

 

"I've been thinking for a few days what kind of existence is standing behind that girl, so that she can 

have such eyes." 

 

"I thought of a possibility, but that power has long dissipated in the world." 

 

"Strange." 

 

The sword God also thought for a few seconds and looked at the fire sword God again: "since we have 

recovered our strength, do we want to find Ye Chen..." 

 

The fire sword God shook his head: "what do you want to do with him? The secret of xuanyuezong. 

You've heard that although the ranking is behind our wanjian emperor palace, in terms of details, our 

wanjian emperor palace can't compare with xuanyuezong..." 

 

"In ancient times, xuanyuezong was born..." 

 

The fire sword God stopped for a few seconds and didn't go on. Finally he said, "maybe xuanyuezong is 

the key to Ye Chen's growth. Don't disturb him 

 

"This period of time, we bear too much, next, it's time for us to take the initiative to attack!" 



 

At this moment, the eyes of the God of fire sword are full of killing intention. 

 

This is his eyes, which he has not seen for a long time! 

 

…… 

 

The picture turns, xuanyuezong. 

 

A day later, the last trace of black flame on Ye Chen's body surface was finally melted into his body. His 

expression relaxed, he breathed a breath, opened his eyes, and the purple light flashed by. 

 

At this time, ye Chen finally practiced the burning blood formula. 

 

Come on, stand up and take shape! 

 

At the same time, he raised his right hand to his eyes and whispered, "burn blood!" 

 

A flame line appears in Ye Chen's eyebrow. His right hand meridian suddenly gives out a black red light, 

and the burning energy is surging in the meridians. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes, suddenly showing a shock color, his right hand, actually began to tremble slightly! And 

ye Chen's face also shows a trace of ecstasy! 

 

In the burning meridians, a strong force rose! 

 

After exerting the formula of burning blood, ye Chen faintly feels that his strength has broken through 

several times! 

 

This burning blood formula, unexpectedly let him enhance the strength in an instant! 



 

All of a sudden, ye Chen frowned. He felt a trace of pain in his meridians. It seemed that he had suffered 

a trace of damage. Although the damage was nothing in his body, it could not be ignored. Moreover, he 

also felt that his strength had been weakened. 

 

Ye Chen scattered the formula of burning blood, and his face showed the color of meditation.It seems 

that this burning blood formula is strong, but it has certain side effects, and the effect will gradually 

decrease when used for a long time. 

 

However, ye Chen is not disappointed at all. On the contrary, he is full of expectation for this burning 

blood formula! 

 

You know, the current blood burning formula is only an entry-level level. It uses the inferior ground fire 

that can be used! 

 

In addition to understanding, the level of burning blood formula needs higher-level flame to assist 

practice. Ye Chen's dark flame can also evolve! 

 

The power of burning blood formula will only become stronger and stronger! 

 

Ye Chen moved his body for a while, and the harvest this time made him very satisfied. 

 

Then ye Chen went to Li Yi's room. 

 

Although Ye Chen is practicing in the room, he still does not forget Li Yi. He has a trace of divinity. He 

mixes the pills with his own blood regularly and sends them to Li Yi's mouth for him to take. 

 

After a month, Li Yi's meridians have grown up initially, and there should be a very weak spirit of Gengjin 

in the meridians. Now, it's also time to help him sort out the meridians. 

 

When he comes to Li Yi's room, ye Chen is slightly stunned. At this time, Li Yi's face is extremely painful 

and his head is full of sweat. He even tries to endure the pain. Relying on his extraordinary mind, he can 



barely attract a trace of aura into his body. He uses the drug to regenerate the fragile meridians and 

barely operates it. 

 

Seeing this, ye Chen showed a trace of appreciation in his eyes. Although Li Yi's elixir field had not been 

fully recovered, it was basically useless to do so. It was extremely difficult to work for a week. Only one 

percent of his damaged elixir field could be left. 

 

But even so, Li Yi is still not lax! 

 

It was not until he came to Li Yi that he found his existence and murmured: "Ye Elder martial brother ye, 

why are you here? " 
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Although Li Yi has already regarded Ye Chen as the object of his own pursuit in his heart, after all, it is 

only his wishful thinking. Ye Chen has not agreed, so he still calls Ye Chen his senior brother for the time 

being. 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "I don't want to help you sort out the meridians. If you practice like this, the 

meridians that just grew out will be broken again." 

 

As soon as Li Yi's face changed, he said in a hurry, "I'm so anxious. What can I do?" 

 

Ye Chen put a hand on Li Yi's pulse and said: "it's OK. After I have combed your meridians, if you do this, 

you won't hurt your meridians. Moreover, it will help to exercise your meridians and speed up their 

recovery. You should stick to it." 

 

After saying that, he closed his eyes and concentrated his mind, and his mind moved to the extreme. He 

mobilized a trace of Qi of Geng and gold hidden in Li Yi's meridians, and sorted out the embryonic vein 

into a form suitable for the operation of aura 

 



Ye Chen is now vaguely able to melt himself into heaven and earth. Although he is only a Hunyuan 

realm, his actual strength and details are no different from that of his creation. 

 

An hour later, ye Chen finally combed all the meridians in Li Yi's body. 

 

He wiped the sweat from his forehead and said to Li Yi, "try to absorb aura again." 

 

Li Yi mobilizes a trace of aura into his body according to his words. Suddenly, he looks at Ye Chen with a 

look of gratitude. He cheers: 

 

"no pain! As long as the elixir field is completely restored, I can practice again 

 

Saying that, actually shed tears. 

 

At this time, he strengthened his loyalty to Ye Chen. Even if ye Chen asked him to die now, he would not 

have any complaints. 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "well, tomorrow, I'm going to go out for a trip. I'll leave you some pills. You 

can take them regularly. During this period, you use three hours a day to run spiritual power. The rest of 

the time, you can cultivate your mind. Here, I have a skill for cultivating the mind. It's suitable for you. 

You are very talented and convenient in mind." 

 

Ye Chen puts a jade bamboo slip by Li Yi's pillow. This skill comes from Zhou Yan's collection. Zhou Yan's 

strength is not so good as ye Chen's, but he is also one of the top ten true disciples of xuanyuezong. 

Moreover, he has entered the top ten by relying on resources. Naturally, his wealth is quite rich. 

 

This skill is enough for Li Yi. 

 

Li Yi was stunned when he heard the speech. Did he hear it correctly? If you take out a copy of this equal 

level skill, it's astronomical. Is Ye Chen giving it to himself? 

 

He even doubts whether ye Chen is the unknown elder in the clan 



 

Regardless of Li Yi's vision, ye Chen returns to his room and lies directly on the jade bed, ready to sleep 

with his head covered. 

 

During this period of time, ye Chen was constantly practicing and comprehending, and his spirit was 

inevitably consumed. In a few days, he was going to test his spiritual blood. He wanted to restore 

himself to the peak state. 

 

I just don't know if Ji Lin wakes up. 

 

However, the island did not contact himself, indicating that Ji Lin should not wake up. 

 

At this time, the God of the Royal beast spirit suddenly said: "boy, your little brother may give you a 

surprise." 

 

"Little brother? You mean Li Yi? " 

 

The spirit God of the imperial beast said with a smile: "he may have a rare talent. This time you destroy 

his body. For him, it may be an opportunity." 

 

Ye chensi cableway: "is there a gift in divinity? Although there is something special about his mind, it is 

not so extraordinary? " 

 

"I'm not sure, but if that's the case, you've got a good one." 

 

Ye Chen nodded. For his subordinates, he didn't care much. What he cared most was his own strength. 

He immediately stopped tangled and fell asleep. 

 

A few days later. 

 

Ye Chen opened his eyes, eyes bright Zhanzhan, a trace of mental fatigue, has completely disappeared. 



 

He got up and stretched himself. Suddenly, he moved and went out of the cave. 

 

At this time, a young man in gold robe was standing outside the cave. It was Meng Xingyun. 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile, "brother Meng, you are here." 

 

When Meng Xingyun saw Ye Chen, he moved slightly and said, "younger martial brother ye, have you 

not broken through the realm of Hedao? It's just that your breath is growing a lot. " 

 

"I don't even know why I feel a sense of danger in you." 

 

"However, the spiritual blood test, in fact, does not have to be in harmony with the Taoist realm. As long 

as one has the strength of combining the Taoist realm and is recommended by others, it should also be 

able to pass." 

 

"After all, rules are dead, people are alive." 

 

Ye Chen said faintly: "is elder martial brother Meng coming for spiritual blood test?" 

 

Meng Xingyun said: "it's just like this. If you want to participate in the spiritual blood test, you need to 

be recommended. You have the blood essence of the ancient white tiger. My master has some 

friendship with a blood tiger elder. I hope he can recommend you to participate in the spiritual blood 

test." 

 

"The spirit blood test was held by the Lingxian emperor palace and many other forces, but most of the 

participants were foreigners, that is, warriors with strong demon blood. I don't know why they made 

this test.""The strong members of the blood tiger clan are the existence of blood tiger essence in the 

body." 

 

"Now, let's go to feifeng city and take a boat to the blood tiger clan." 

 



After that, Meng Xing put out a pale golden boat with a cloud hand. 

 

Two people on the boat, the pale gold boat a shudder, toward the direction of flying Fengcheng shot 

away. 

 

The territory of the blood tiger clan is called Xuehu peak. At this time, a golden light falls on the blood 

Tiger peak, showing two figures, namely Meng Xingyun and ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen looked around and couldn't help but flash his eyes. The strong man on the blood Tiger peak was 

filled with a strong spirit of demon blood. 

 

The body and strength are far superior to those of ordinary warriors. 

 

Although it is not a monster, but it has the advantages of monster! 

 

Meng Xingyun said to Ye Chen, "younger martial brother ye, I will send you here. This spiritual blood test 

is not only for you, but also for many people with demon blood essence. But the elder will only 

recommend one person. 

 

So, next, you will meet many competitors, these people are the genius of various forces, they are 

qualified to come here, you must not be careless 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were slightly dignified and nodded: "thank you for reminding me." 

 

Meng Xingyun pointed to a gorgeous and unusual loft in front of him and said, "that elder, it's on the 

third floor of the pavilion. When you get there, you can see him." 

 

Ye Chen went to the direction of the attic, but on the way, he saw many blood tiger people pointing at 

him, but he did not put it in his heart. 

 

However, when he approached the attic, he could not help frowning. 
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In front of him, there were three warriors. All of them were bloodstained and unconscious. It seemed 

that they were seriously injured. 

 

And there was a young man who lived in the six layers of the Taoist realm. At this time, he was half 

kneeling and gazing breathlessly at his opponent in front of him. 

 

"Hum, the Terrans are all such wastes. They also call themselves the owners of spiritual blood. Come 

here to see Master Feng? Do you deserve it 

 

A disdainful voice sounded, although it was speaking, it was like the roar of a wild animal. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the man who spoke, and couldn't help but stare. 

 

The speaker is a colorful blood tiger! 

 

This is the demon clan? 

 

The blood tiger clan, although it is a human with blood tiger essence, is not a demon clan. 

 

However, ye Chen's eyes did not stop on the colorful blood tiger, but looked to the second floor of the 

attic. On the second floor, there was a big man with a big body, a young man in white robe and a black 

tiger. 

 

These three faint breath, different from the warrior, seems to be a demon clan, and far more powerful 

than this colorful blood tiger. 

 

What are the key demon clans doing here? 

 



At this time, the colorful blood tiger's eyes toward Ye Chen, showing a mocking color in his eyes, and spit 

out words to Ye Chen: "another garbage? 

 

In your blood, that thin spiritual blood, also want to participate in the spiritual blood test? What are 

you? 

 

What's more ridiculous is that you are a weak person among the human race, I'm afraid? Only the 

cultivation of seven layers of heaven in Hunyuan? 

 

Ha ha ha ha, I'm really laughing. 

 

If you are sensible, go back quickly. Otherwise, the appearance of these people will be your end. " 

 

Ye Chen glanced at the colorful blood tiger faintly, lifted up the famous warrior who was half kneeling on 

the ground and asked him, "what happened here?" 

 

The Terran warrior seems to be twenty-five or six years old. He has seven levels of cultivation in the 

Taoist realm. He can be called a genius. Moreover, because he has a trace of spiritual blood, he is usually 

able to cross the level to fight. 

 

Combat power has always been his pride! 

 

But today, in the face of this colorful blood tiger, he found that his combat power, which he has always 

been proud of, is not worth mentioning! 

 

In front of the colorful blood tiger, he can't even stand three moves, and the cultivation of the blood 

tiger is only six layers of heaven in the harmony realm! 

 

Compared with him, but also a lower realm! 

 

At this time, he saw that ye Chen only had the cultivation of the seven layers of heaven in the Hunyuan 

state, and a glimmer of disappointment flashed in his eyes. 



 

However, he still replied: "originally, we all came to meet the elder Feng of the blood tiger clan because 

of the spiritual blood test. Master Feng has something to do at this time. Let's wait on the second floor 

of the attic first. 

 

But we're not waiting for us to enter the attic! Those demon people upstairs ordered the colorful blood 

tiger to block our way 

 

With that, he said with a pale face: 

 

"I'm ashamed to say that the four of us have been arguing with him, but I didn't expect that the demon 

tiger is so powerful. Although we all have the essence and blood of the tiger, our combat effectiveness is 

beyond the existence of the same level. 

 

However, in the face of this guy, the four of them have only survived hundreds of moves, and they are 

defeated one by one. Besides me, several others are seriously injured Well, I'm ready to take them 

away. 

 

You, let's go, too. These demon clans are too strong. The spirit blood test may not be suitable for us to 

participate in. " 

 

At this time, on the second floor of the attic, the big man looked down at the crowd and said in a loud 

voice, "don't you? Are you all such cowards? A little cat stopped you all? 

 

Boy, if you run away without fighting, the tiger Lord will look down on you? " 

 

The colorful blood tiger, which was originally extremely arrogant, was called a little flower cat by the big 

man. However, he did not dare to refute it. He only had a pair of tiger eyes and gradually grew cold. He 

roared at Ye Chen and others: 

 

"is garbage still there? If you don't get out of here, believe it or not, I'll eat you all for lunch? " 

 



The half kneeling youth, staring at the colorful blood tiger, was often ridiculed. His eyes were full of 

anger, but, helpless, he could not refute the other party, because he was not the opponent of the blood 

tiger. 

 

He had thought that ye Chen would return to the original road in dismay when he heard the speech. 

However, to everyone's surprise, ye Chen did not go. 

 

Ye Chen ignored the threat of the colorful blood tiger in front of him, and indifferently said to the big 

man on the second floor: "I don't need your respect." 

 

The demon clan and the blood tiger clan showed a trace of sarcasm when they heard the words. They 

didn't need to be respected? It means to recognize and find a step for yourself. 

 

The burly man on the second floor also moved his eyes from ye Chen's body, preparing to return to the 

room. 

 

But as he turned around, ye Chen's voice sounded again. 

 

"Because you don't deserve it." 

 

The silence, even the sound of insects among the trees, disappeared. A very frightening killing intention 

was quietly hanging over everyone's head. For a moment, it seemed that all the people were staring at 

by a terrible beast.The burly man stopped his pace. After a moment, the suffocating breath suddenly 

disappeared. The man laughed inexplicably. The laughter was deafening like thunder. 

 

He slowly turned around and said with a smile to Ye Chen: "very good, with character." With a wave of 

his hand, a chicken leg in the room was sucked into his hand, shaking the drumstick in his hand to Ye 

Chen and said, "I appreciate you. Come on, please eat a drumstick. It's fragrant." 

 

As he spoke, his eyes began to chill. 

 

"If you can walk up this second floor alive." 

 



He suddenly spit a spit on the chicken leg and threw it on the ground in front of Ye Chen's feet and said, 

"if you can't do it, you should give me a face and eat this leg before you go." 

 

All the people are staring at Ye Chen. The big man is obviously stronger than the colorful blood tiger. 

How dare Ye Chen challenge him? Now, you have to eat your own bad consequences, right? 

 

Ye Chen does not look at the chicken legs on the ground, but looks at the big man with interest. 

 

Seeing this, the Terran warrior couldn't help but murmured: "pick up the chicken leg and eat it. It's 

better to lose face than lose your life. It's a hero who knows the current situation. 

 

In the future, there may not be no chance of revenge. Don't be angry for a moment. The colorful blood 

tigers are so strong that the big men on the second floor of the attic must not be provoked. " 

 

Just now, he had mocked the big man at the blood tiger, and the frightening blood tiger did not dare to 

refute it. 

 

"Disgrace?" Ye Chen said with a faint smile: "why lose face?" 

 

The big man's face was getting worse and worse. The Terran warrior said in a hurry: "you don't pick up 

this chicken leg and eat it. Do you think that big man will let you go? If he does, you won't have a 

chance! Don't be arrogant and eat it 
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"Oh?" Ye Chen shook his head and said, "he just said, let me go to the second floor and invite me to eat 

it? There are clean drumsticks on the second floor. Why eat this disgusting thing on the ground? " 

 

The Terran warrior was stunned: "what are you talking about? Can't you see the colorful blood tiger in 

front of us? How do you get to the second floor? Don't talk silly words any more, while you can still go 

now, go quickly! " 



 

Ye Chen light way: "I want to go up, go up, it wants to stop me? That is to seek death. " 

 

His tone was flat and his face did not change, as if he were talking about a trivial matter. 

 

However, his words, but in the crowd of blood tigers, set off a great stir! 

 

This boy, who has only the cultivation of Hunyuan realm, is so arrogant in front of the colorful blood 

tiger with strong fighting power in the six layers of the Hedao realm? What a surprise. 

 

The warrior beside Ye Chen is even more changeable. He looks at Ye Chen strangely. He doesn't 

understand. How can ye Chen say such a thing? 

 

Not only provoked the strong demon clan on the second floor, but also the tiger demon in front of him? 

 

It's not about death. What is it? 

 

His body trembled slightly, nervously looking at the blood tiger in front of him, and even began to worry 

about whether the blood tiger would be angry with himself because of Ye Chen. 

 

He wanted to say something else, but when he touched the blood tiger's eyes, his heart thumped, and 

when he got to his mouth, he swallowed it all back. 

 

I saw that the colorful blood tiger heard the speech, the tiger's eyes glared, and the deadly evil spirit 

rose from the sky! 

 

How dare you look down on yourself? 

 

It looked up to the sky and roared, "mole ant, I want you to die!" 

 



It's over. The boy is dead. He can't even walk away. 

 

Seeing this, the warrior of the Terran could not help but look desperate. 

 

With the roar of the tiger, the colorful blood tiger bent, and its muscles burst out. Suddenly, it was like a 

hill falling from the sky, rushing towards Ye Chen! 

 

With prestige alone, the warrior of the Terran will almost be shocked! 

 

The face of the Terran warrior changed a lot. The blood tiger was really powerful and powerful. It was 

several times stronger than the war with itself. Just now, the blood tiger did not exert all its strength in 

the face of its own number of people! 

 

He closed his eyes, this move so earth shaking, to do his own face, is also ten dead without life, ye 

Chen's end, is doomed, he does not want to see this cruel scene. 

 

In the face of the blood tiger flying, ye Chen still stands in place, as if completely locked by the breath of 

the tiger demon, and can't avoid it at all! 

 

The burly man on the second floor saw this, and his eyes flashed with disdain. Arrogance is not the 

power of waste. If the waste is arrogant, he just wants to die. 

 

At this time, the tiger demon's eyes were full of bloodthirsty light. He had expected that he would tear 

the boy who looked down on him into pieces. 

 

At this time, in the face of the tiger demon, who was almost ready to dive in front of him, ye Chen 

quietly raised a hand and patted the tiger head of the tiger demon. 

 

The tiger demon and the tiger roared: "is it time to raise your hand soft and soft now? Ha ha ha, it's too 

late, boy. You're dead! " 

 

He waved his tiger claws and did not fall completely on Ye Chen. The earth trembled and roared! 



 

What a strong claw! 

 

Many blood tiger clansmen exclaimed. 

 

However, this extremely strong claw did not fall on Ye Chen. To be exact, it was too late to fall on Ye 

Chen! 

 

Because, at the moment before the tiger's claws hit Ye Chen, ye Chen's seemingly soft hand has been 

incredibly patted on the huge and ferocious tiger's head! 

 

Time, as if fixed in this moment. 

 

With a loud bang, the Pang bloody tiger's body, which came flying, was so casually slapped by Ye Chen 

and hit the ground heavily! 

 

Silence, even the wind has disappeared. 

 

The air seemed to solidify. Everyone looked at the blood tiger lying on the ground in disbelief! 

 

The big man on the second floor saw that his face changed slightly. The colorful blood tiger was the 

weakest among the four demons. However, this is for them! 

 

This colorful blood tiger has a strong blood, and its talent is extremely strong. It contains a trace of 

ancient white tiger blood. How can it be weak? 

 

Even if you want to beat him, you have to use at least three moves. 

 

However, the Terran garbage, which I despised at all, raised his hand at will and slapped the genius tiger 

demon into serious injury? 

 



You know, although the blood tiger's attack power is not strong, but its body is tough, but famous! 

 

Thinking of this, the big man's look became more and more ugly, while the young man in white looked 

at Ye Chen with a thoughtful look. 

 

Another black tiger, his eyes narrowed, showing a trace of war. 

 

After ye Chen patted the tiger demon, his look was still the same, as if he had done a trivial thing, so he 

walked to the gorgeous attic.The Terran warrior beside Ye Chen also opened his eyes and looked at the 

scene in front of him. His thinking was confused, just like he was dreaming. 

 

Is this the cultivation of Hunyuan realm? I'm afraid that human beings who have achieved the highest 

level of cultivation in the realm of Taoism may not be able to do such things, can they? 

 

He looked at Ye Chen's back, suddenly reacted, and immediately followed Ye Chen's steps, and his face 

was happy. Since the colorful blood tiger was defeated by Ye Chen, he could naturally climb the attic. 

 

He ran to Ye Chen's side and politely said, "this Taoist friend, Duan Jie from the lower Lingxiao sect, has 

not asked his name." 

 

Ye Chen glanced at him and said unexpectedly, "Lingxiao sect? Xuanyuezong, ye Chen. " 

 

He still remembers Zhao Lingxiao and Ouyang Jue. 

 

Zhao Lingxiao once said that he wanted to fight with himself. Now, he should have broken through for a 

long time? 

 

I don't know if I'll see him in the competition. 

 

With that, they had already entered the first floor of the attic. On the left side of the first floor, there 

was a spiral staircase leading to the second floor. 

 



Ye Chen and Duan Jie go up the stairs. 

 

However, before they went to the second floor, the air around them became sticky in an instant, and 

countless corpse mountain blood shadows appeared in front of them. 

 

A very heavy and repressed evil spirit, head-on! 

 

Ye Chen didn't feel much, but Duan Jie beside Ye Chen screamed for a moment. It seemed that the evil 

spirit that had been condensed from killing thousands of lives had almost made him collapse! 

 

Ye Chen glances at Duan Jie and moves to the front of him. Duan Jie, who was already on the verge of 

collapse, suddenly feels relaxed. The sea of corpses has disappeared. He can't help but look at Ye Chen 

in front of him gratefully. 

 

Ye Chen raised his head and looked at the big man who appeared at the entrance of the stairs on the 

second floor and said with a smile, "didn't you invite me to eat chicken legs? What are you doing here? " 
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Seeing that ye Chen was calm and calm, the burly man was not affected by his evil spirit at all. He could 

not help but change his face. 

 

The blood evil spirit of Shishan mountain is one of his talents. If he uses his cultivation, he will reduce his 

strength greatly under the influence of this blood evil spirit. 

 

But ye Chen, a human being with seven levels of cultivation in Hunyuan state, was not affected at all? 

 

Ye Chen's eyes show a trace of sarcasm. His spirit has been baptized for many times, and is extremely 

solid. Especially with the ancient blood protection, what is this bloody evil spirit? 

 

More importantly, his way is to kill the way! 



 

On evil spirit, who can fight against him! 

 

However, since the other side wants to play evil spirit, I will accompany him to play. 

 

"Tiger god evil spirit!" Ye Chen's eyes congealed, and the Tiger God's evil spirit was activated. His 

powerful mind instantly broke the heavy evil spirit rippling in the air, and went straight to the big man's 

sea of knowledge! 

 

After ye Chen gets the ancient blood protection, he has faintly taken a trace of divine power in his mind. 

How can the big man stand such an attack? 

 

Even if the strong man's divine consciousness was protected by the strong, his face changed instantly, 

and a majestic evil spirit rose in the sea of knowledge. He could not help humming and retreating 

several steps. 

 

The white robed youth behind the big man saw this, and his eyes were bright again. Because of the evil 

spirit and magical power in his cultivation, the power of mind was not weak. 

 

And he can see that the spirit of the big man has been hurt by Ye Chen at this time, which is the case 

that he has extremely imposed protection in the sea of knowledge. 

 

How could ye Chen hurt the spirit of the big man so easily? 

 

Interesting. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen has taken Duan Jie to the second floor. 

 

And at this time, the face of the big man, can be said to be how ugly. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the burly man and said, "why don't you go and get the drumsticks?" 



 

Listening to Ye Chen's tone, the big man's eyes were angry. However, he did not make a move, but 

quietly walked to a stone table in the second floor attic, on which were placed various delicious dishes. 

 

The big man picked up a huge chicken leg, forced a smile on his face, and walked to Ye Chen and said, 

"ha ha ha, this chicken leg is made of chicken monsters from Shenwang kingdom. It is very delicious and 

is our favorite food of tiger demon clan. 

 

You should have a good taste, brother 

 

That tone, actually seems to be ye Chen's best friend in general, the conflict between the two before, 

seems to have been forgotten by him. 

 

However, just when the big man is three steps away from ye Chen, he throws his chicken leg to Ye Chen, 

and suddenly sends out a thunder like tiger roar. A bloody tiger's paw is directly patted to Ye Chen! 

 

The golden light on the tiger's palm glitters, sending out a sharp meaning! 

 

The big man was hit by Ye Chen just now, and his spirit was injured. At that time, the Demon power in 

his body was not working well. He pretended to be obedient to get the chicken leg, just to delay time 

and try to adjust the injury. 

 

Before the tiger's paw arrived, Duan Jie behind Ye Chen was forced to spit blood from his mouth by the 

whistling palm intention. He walked back several steps and nearly fell down the stairs. 

 

And ye Chen stood in the same place, his face did not change at all, but his eyes narrowed slightly, 

gazing at the faint gold on the tiger's palm. 

 

That's the spirit of Gengjin! 

 

However, this big man's spirit of Gengjin is too weak. Both in quality and in use, it is far inferior to 

himself. 



 

Looking at the Gengjin tiger's palm, ye Chen lifted his hand, and his dazzling Qi of Gengjin flickered. He 

punched the tiger with a fist, which was howling with no intention of yielding. 

 

Fists and palms intersect, like the sky is falling apart! 

 

The whole blood Tiger peak was shocked! 

 

The big man, with his eyes wide open, was almost out of his body! 

 

He let out a roar of pain, staring at his almost broken hands, the whole body, but also fly backwards, 

directly from the second floor of the attic by Ye Chen, and fell heavily on the ground. 

 

Ye Chen sneers at the burly man, whose strength is not weak. However, control and understanding of 

power are different from each other. 

 

Although Ye Chen's body only has the power of three hundred dragons, with the blessing of the way of 

power and the subtle realm, even if he does not deliberately use moves like gathering sand or 

condensing waves, the power of the three hundred dragons can explode several times the destructive 

power! 

 

The big man struggled to get up from the ground, but he couldn't do it at all. What hurt him was not 

only the power of Ye Chen, but also the powerful Qi of Gengjin, which was directly poured into his body 

with Ye Chen's great power. He was destroyed crazily and suffered severe internal injury! 

 

At this time, ye Chen indifferent voice, suddenly sounded. 

 

"How did you fly out? Are you leaving so soon? If you want to go, you can eat the drumstick in front of 

you before you go. " 

 

The burly man was stunned at the speech. Looking at the chicken leg that he had just thrown in front of 

Ye Chen, he couldn't help but feel coldHis body, unexpectedly fell to the position where he dropped the 

chicken leg! 



 

Is this a coincidence? If not, it can only show that ye Chen's control of power has reached an extremely 

terrible state! 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, Lingxian palace. 

 

The deepest temple. 

 

The door knocks. 

 

Two beautiful girls opened their eyes. 

 

Xia ruoxuexiu hands a swing, the door directly opened. 

 

And it was Xiao Yun standing outside the door. 

 

Xia Ruxue stood up, and his body was flowing with the spirit of breakthrough. It was obvious that he had 

just made a breakthrough soon. 

 

She came to Xiao Yun and said excitedly, "has the thing been delivered? Have you seen Ye Chen 

 

Xiao Yun nodded: "that boy, really will make trouble, I chased him for a long time, often arrived, the boy 

went to other places." 

 

"The key is that his reputation is not good in Lingwu mainland, which offends many people." 

 

"I don't understand. How can he be such a troublemaker?" 

 



Hearing this, Xia Ruoxue and Ji Siqing look at each other and smile. 

 

This is the Ye Chen they know. 

 

However, ye Chen has now stepped into the realm of Hunyuan? 

 

In this way, ye Chen should be able to fight against the strong in the early stage of creation. 

 

They know ye Chen's strength in cross-border operations! 

 

You can't measure ye Chen's potential with cultivation! 

 

"What else do you know about ye Chen Xia Ruoxue continued. 

 

Although Xiao Yun was not happy, he still nodded and said, "that boy has joined a sect called 

xuanyuezong. Xuanyuezong's status in Lingwu mainland is OK, and..." 

 

Before he finished speaking, there was a sound of footwork outside. 

 

Xiao Yun's voice stopped suddenly. 

 

The next second, violent breath flow, aura came to the public. 

 

Lingyun took a look at Xiao Yun and said unhappily, "what do you want to disturb the elder martial 

sisters? Get out of here 

 

Xiao Yun said, nodding directly. 

 

In front of Lingyun, she has no right to refute. 



 

And now the aura is not immortal! The status of Lingxian emperor palace is even higher than before! 

 

Waiting for Xiao Yun to leave, Ji Siqing and Xia Ruoxue respect and praise: "master." 

 

Lingyun nodded and her eyes fell on Xia Ruoxue: "if snow, today I'm here to tell you something." 

 

"Our Lingxian palace and some foreign forces have held a spiritual blood test, which is very important 

for us and you." 

 

"It can be said that the master specially prepared it for you!" 

 

"Even, whether you can further your cultivation depends on the chance given by the trial!" 

 

"You can't refuse to prepare." 

 

Xia Ruoxue's red lips trembled and wanted to say something, but finally she swallowed: "yes, master." 

 

Lingyun nodded with satisfaction. 

 

She now has a higher level of strength, and her position in the palace is rising. 

 

She's proud enough. 

 

Crush all the pride. 

 

She even remembered the appointment with the boy. 

 

About a year. 



 

Hehe. 

 

A mole ant is a mole ant after all! 

 

A mole ant without knowing what to do! 

 

Now, if the boy appears in front of her, I'm afraid he wants to crush more easily! 

 

Is it a finger or a breath? 
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Ye Chen naturally did not know about Lingxian emperor palace. 

 

At the moment, he is biting the chicken leg and looking at the big man with changing face. 

 

Just now he had the strength to take over the chicken leg with his other hand while he was fighting with 

the big man. 

 

Seeing that the burly man did not move for a long time, ye Chen's voice was cold and said: "what? Don't 

want to leave? " 

 

The burly man took a deep breath. At last he reached out and picked up the dusty chicken leg. He put it 

in his mouth and chewed it slowly. 

 

His eyes were gloomy, but he did not break out, because he knew that he was not ye Chen's opponent. 

 

He took it! What he is eating now is not drumsticks, but humiliation! 



 

But even so, he tolerated it! But he knew that he would not endure it forever! 

 

The burly man swallowed the chicken leg with the bone, and suddenly turned into a tiger ten times 

more powerful than the colorful blood tiger, with a faint golden light all over his body. 

 

Only when he was transformed into the original form, could he barely support his body to leave. When 

he was humiliated, did he have any mind to participate in the spiritual blood test. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the back of the big man leaving, his eyes flickered slightly, but he didn't stop him. 

 

Duan Jie came to Ye Chen and said in a low voice: "brother ye, this big man has a long history. I'm afraid 

he won't give up. You have to pay attention. " 

 

Ye Chen doesn't care about nodding. He is now a secret disciple of xuanyuezong, and not everyone can 

move. 

 

All of a sudden, the stairs from the second floor to the third floor sounded a sound of feet. Ye Chen 

looked in that direction and saw a hot, wheat skinned young woman, yawning and languidly walking 

down from the third floor. 

 

Ye Chen, a young man in white robes, and the black tiger saw the young woman, but at the same time, 

his face changed slightly. 

 

Especially Ye Chen! 

 

What a strong breath! What a rich blood essence! 

 

Ye Chen stares at that young woman, the young woman's eyes are pale gold vertical pupil, extremely 

strange. 

 

If he guessed correctly, the other party is obviously a member of the blood tiger clan. 



 

This young woman's cultivation should be half step star orifices or real star orifices. 

 

What's more, ye Chen believes that her real combat power is much stronger. 

 

Even though they are powerful in the war, they are almost all powerful! 

 

Because ye Chen, who has the true formula of seeking spirit and practises the formula of reincarnation 

of gods and demons, knows very well that the meaning of blood tiger essence and blood on her body is 

too rich! 

 

It seems that the blood tiger clan recommended by xuanyuezong is unusual. 

 

Facing her is like facing a real fierce beast! 

 

Ye Chen has no doubt that if you can extract the essence blood from the young woman's body, even if 

you don't participate in the spiritual blood test, it's enough! 

 

The young woman looked at several people lazily, suddenly raised her hand and pointed to Duan Jie who 

was staring at Ye Chen and said: 

 

"you can go back." 

 

Duan Jie was surprised and wanted to say something. However, he was swept by the young woman's 

pale gold eyes, and he walked downstairs uncontrollably. 

 

The young woman looked at Ye Chen and said, "you three, your qualifications are not bad, but I can only 

recommend you to participate in the spiritual blood test. So, next, I will give you a little test." 

 

Ye Chen three people smell speech, look a su. 

 



"The test is also very simple, that is, as long as you can continue to stay here." 

 

Ye Chen looks at that young woman doubtfully, continues to stay here? what do you mean? 

 

The young woman suddenly showed a strange smile, and then said, "if you can persist for the longest 

time, you will get the qualification to participate in the spiritual blood test. You, come on." 

 

As soon as the words fell, a tiger roar faintly reverberated in the ears of several people. Suddenly, the 

young woman's body burst into a dazzling golden light, and a fierce tiger's virtual shadow emerged 

behind the young woman's back, sending out a shaking and frightening pressure! 

 

Even ye Chen's face changed greatly under this power, and he took a small step back. At the same time, 

his six principles of God and the spirit of Geng Jin automatically wrapped his whole body! 

 

Not only that, his whole body glittered with gold, and the purple and gold lines on his body appeared, 

and even the ancient blood protection could not control himself to start! 

 

And the white robed youth, the black tiger is not much better than him. The white robed youth roared, 

but instantly showed its original shape and turned into a huge white tiger. 

 

He roared and roared, and his body was glittering with gold, and the word "Wang" on his forehead was 

shining with bright white light. 

 

The black tiger roared. The black tiger's body, which was completely black, showed white lines. On the 

contrary, the white tiger with white hair and black stripes turned into a strange animal with black hair 

and white stripes. 

 

At the same time, the blood in his eyes flashed, and he sent out a kind of deep and evil spirit that the big 

man could not match. The pure evil spirit was wrapped around his body. 

 

Seeing this, the young woman of the blood tiger clan, with a twinkle in her eyes, looks at Ye Chen and 

other three people with great interest"The owner of the blood of the white tiger, the king species of the 



white tiger demon clan in the platinum forest, and the man who has the spirit blood of the white tiger 

and refined the Qi of Gengjin to such a degree that he still has a trace of divinity. 

 

No, there are still six kingly ways and some laws awakened. 

 

This year's xuanyuezong disciple is really interesting. It seems that if you don't take it seriously, you can't 

get enough pressure. " 

 

The fierce tiger shadow behind her suddenly brightened her eyes and roared. The pressure, which was 

almost suffocating, was twice as powerful in an instant! 

 

The black tiger and the white tiger, at the same time, issued a very painful roar, and burst out blood mist 

all over. 

 

Behind the black tiger, a ferocious tiger head with blood shining in his eyes suddenly emerged. The color 

of the tiger head was not black, but white! 

 

On the top of the white tiger on one side, there is also a tiger shaped shadow with golden light shining 

all over. It looks like a fierce tiger behind the young woman of the blood tiger clan. It is very similar to 

the fierce tiger shape behind the young woman of the blood tiger clan! 

 

"Damned" 

 

Ye Chen roared, his body surface had seeped blood, and his internal meridians were frantically broken, 

and under his powerful immortal body, he was constantly healing. At this time, a virtual image of the 

imperial animal immortal appeared behind Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen is slightly stunned. It seems that the spirit God of the imperial beast has made a move! 

 

Yes, there is a big gap in strength between the king beast spirit God and other strong people in the same 

environment. 

 



However, the God of the Royal beast has absolute authority before the monster! 

 

This moment! 

 

Under the pressure of the young woman of the blood tiger clan, the three have inspired their own 

strength! 

 

When the young woman of the blood tiger clan saw the shadow behind the black tiger and the white 

tiger, her look did not change. 

 

But when she saw the shadow of the imperial animal fairy behind Ye Chen, her eyes flashed. When she 

looked at Ye Chen, her face showed a trace of color. 
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However, that's all. Soon, the young woman of the blood tiger clan yawned and took back her eyes. 

With a wave of her hand, there was a jade bed and a brocade quilt on the ground. Unexpectedly, she 

just lay on the jade bed and sleep under the brocade quilt! 

 

Ye Chen and two tiger demons see the situation, are a Leng, then show the color of crying and laughing, 

this young woman just got up? 

 

Why did you sleep again 

 

However, although the young woman was sleeping, the pressure from the fierce tiger's virtual shadow 

did not weaken at all. Ye Chen clenched his teeth, and even with his physical fitness, he could not bear 

it. 

 

Fortunately, there is a spirit God to relieve some of the power. 

 



He couldn't help but glance at the two tiger demons on one side, and a trace of surprise flashed through 

his eyes. Although the two tiger demons looked worse than themselves, they even survived! 

 

Ye Chen's physical strength is extremely amazing. It can be seen that the bodies of these two tiger 

demons are so strong that they are not comparable to those gorgeous blood tigers and big men. 

 

As time goes by, ye Chen's blood mist grows stronger and stronger. However, his complexion is relaxed! 

 

He closed his eyes and concentrated, and the endless evil Qi surged, wrapping the virtual shadow of the 

imperial beast immortal! 

 

Ye Chen is actually adjusting his body to adapt to the invisible and immaterial imperial pressure! 

 

Not only he, but the other two tiger demons are obviously trying to adapt to the pressure in their own 

way. 

 

An hour later, the young woman of the blood tiger family yawned, sat up and stretched. She glanced at 

the two demons and one person who were still struggling to support her. She could not help showing a 

trace of appreciation in her beautiful eyes. 

 

However, the most prominent of them is Or Ye Chen. 

 

She looked at Ye Chen a little more. She could see that although they were all adapting to her pressure. 

 

However, the spirit of the white tiger seems to be unable to bear, and the black tiger, is physically, 

gradually a little behind, only Ye Chen, spirit and body, are beginning to adapt to their own pressure! 

 

In her opinion, the king of the white tiger demon, is the most strong blood of the white tiger among the 

three, and is also the king of the tiger! 

 

It seems that they have devoured many high-level Geng Jin. Their physical strength is imaginable! 

 



Although the blood of the demon tiger demon is weaker than that of the white tiger demon, in addition 

to the blood of the white tiger, the demon blood in its body is also very rich, and its body is quite strong. 

 

However, due to the conflict between the magic blood and the breath of Gengjin to yangzhigang, his 

body strength was much weaker than that of the white tiger demon. 

 

Therefore, in terms of physical body, it is one notch worse than the white tiger demon. However, in 

addition to the body, another powerful aspect of the demon clan is their spirit! 

 

Because to control the evil blood and evil Qi, we need to use the powerful spirit to suppress it 

continuously, otherwise, it may be eaten back by the evil Qi and blood! 

 

Therefore, the demon tiger's powerful spirit tempered more tenaciously, and was better than the white 

tiger demon. 

 

As for ye Chen, its blood concentration is much weaker than that of the white tiger demon and magic 

tiger. However, whether it is physical fitness or spirit strength, the strongest is Ye Chen! 

 

There is also a little doubt for young women, ye Chen's blood seems to be ordinary, but also give her a 

sense of not wearing. 

 

Even for a moment, she felt the threat of blood. 

 

But she didn't think much, thinking she was wrong. 

 

The young woman yawned again. It seemed that she could sleep a little longer. Then she fell back on her 

bed. 

 

Another hour later, the black tiger demon, the first to reach the limit. 

 

However, it is not because his body has been unable to support, but because his body bears too much 

load, which leads to the outbreak of his evil nature! 



 

Even with the strength of his spirit, it is difficult to control in the case of a complete outbreak of demonic 

nature. What's more, his mind and spirit are all placed on the confrontation with the oppression of the 

young women of the blood tiger clan. 

 

Although the devil tiger's body is the weakest among the three, it is also a very strong existence. It is not 

so easy to support. 

 

However, incomplete demons or creatures with magic blood, once the body reaches the limit or is 

injured too much, it is easy to fall into an uncontrollable demonization state because they can't control 

the magic in their bodies! 

 

In this state, their physical strength, strength and so on may have a certain improvement, but the price 

is their rationality! 

 

The demon tiger roared and tried to rely on brute force to resist the invisible pressure. 

 

The next moment, a muffled sound came, and the tiger's body just moved, it was struck by an invisible 

force and fell outside the attic. 

 

As soon as he got out of the attic, the pressure on the demon tiger immediately dissipated. He also 

regained consciousness in an instant, controlled his body and landed steadily. 

 

He looked up to the attic on the second floor, and his blood eyes showed a reluctant color. 

 

He was unwilling, not because he lost the qualification of spiritual blood test, but because he lost to the 

white tiger demon and the human because of his demonic outburst!A moment later, he bowed his head, 

turned and walked down the mountain. At the same time, he swore in his heart that he must completely 

control his own demonic nature and never lose his mind again! 

 

At that time, he will find the Terran and the white tiger demon, defeat them completely, prove that he is 

the strongest! 

 



Another hour later, the king white tiger demon has almost become a blood tiger. However, compared 

with the body's injury, his spirit is the most dangerous! 

 

At this time, the king lines on his forehead, white light dimmed a lot, a pair of pale gold tiger eyes, also 

gradually become turbid. 

 

He turned his head hard and took a look at Ye Chen beside him. 

 

Ye Chen is much better than him. His eyebrows are tight. Although he is hurt, his eyes are still bright! 

 

Like stars in the night! Shining with firm brilliance. 

 

That white tiger demon eyes show a touch of helplessness and loss, unexpectedly for the first time to 

say: "master, I give up." 

 

On the jade bed, it seems that the young woman of the blood tiger family, who is sleeping soundly, 

moved her ears, and reluctantly got up and stretched out a big stretch. 

 

Full chest makes people think. 

 

At the moment she got up, the fierce tiger shadow behind her disappeared in a flash. Ye Chen and the 

white tiger demon both felt relaxed and gasped for breath. 

 

White tiger demon body shape a flash, again formed the white robed youth, he to Ye Chen embrace 

boxing way: "Bai Wuquan." 

 

Ye Chen took a look at the tiger demon unexpectedly, but he still held the same Fist: "Ye Chen." 

 

Bai Wuquan looked at the young woman of the blood tiger clan. Seeing that the other side was sleepy 

and had no meaning to speak for the time being, he continued to say to Ye Chen: 

 



"you are very strong. I lost. Ye Chen, I want to make friends with you. If you are free, you can come to 

platinum forest to find me, and I will treat you well." 
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Ye Chen eyebrow tip a pick, this white tiger demon unexpectedly wants to make friends with oneself? 

 

Isn't it said that the demon clan always despises the Terran? 

 

Just now, Bai Ye still has not reached the limit 

 

Bai Wuquan looked serious and nodded: "yes, I can still persist, but I know that even if I continue to 

support, it is difficult to beat you. 

 

So, I admit I lost. What's more, if I hold on, it may hurt my spirit and even affect my foundation. 

 

For me, the stability of the foundation is more important than the spiritual blood test. " 

 

Ye Chen looks at Bai Wuquan, and his eyes flash slightly. Doesn't he say that the actions of demon clan 

all like to be spirited? 

 

But Bai Wuquan is totally different, and even more rational than most of the human race. 

 

Bai Wuquan finished, looked at the young woman of the blood tiger clan, saluted and said, "younger 

generation, please leave first." 

 

The young woman of the blood tiger nationality yawned and waved her hands at will. Bai Wuquan 

nodded to Ye Chen and turned away from the attic. 

 



Finally, on the second floor of the attic, only Ye Chen and the young woman of the blood tiger clan are 

left. 

 

Ye Chen takes a pill and quietly breathes, waiting for the young woman of blood tiger to open her 

mouth. 

 

The young woman of the blood tiger nationality was sleepy and yawned several times. Then she seemed 

to wake up. She looked at Ye Chen and said, "are you the last one left?" 

 

Ye Chen nodded and said, "not bad." 

 

"Well." The young woman of the blood tiger clan nodded, "are you ye Chen of xuanyue sect? My name 

is Chi Yunhui. " 

 

Ye Chen saluted: "I've met master Chi." 

 

Chi Yunhui looks lazy, like a very sleepy cat, she suddenly stretched out her slender fingers and hooked 

Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen looks a Leng, looks at pool Yunhui doubtfully: "what's the matter with elder pool?" 

 

Chi Yunhui said lazily, "I'm sleepy." 

 

Ye Chen's confusion in the eyes of a deeper point, sleepy? What does sleepiness have to do with 

yourself? 

 

"You, come here." Chi Yunhui hooked her finger again. 

 

"Ah?" Ye Chen looks at this practice stupidly, and is extremely frightened. At this time, she looks like a 

young woman of the blood tiger clan. She doesn't know what she is going to do. 

 



"I told you to come here!" Chi Yunhui has a trace of discontent floating on her pretty face, and her 

powerful pressure looms back to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen's face changed slightly, or went to Chi Yunhui's bed and said, "what's up, master?" 

 

Chi Yunhui glanced at him and said faintly, "what else can I do? Of course, it's sleeping with me." 

 

"What?" Ye Chen's complexion changes, and her brain suddenly turns. What does Chi Yunhui say? 

 

Sleep with her? 

 

Without waiting for ye Chen to react, Chi Yunhui suddenly waves her hand. At the next moment, a huge 

force emerges from nowhere. Even with Ye Chen's strength, she can't resist at all, and is immediately 

taken to bed. 

 

Chi Yunhui's plump body was immediately pasted on Ye Chen's body. She hugged Ye Chen tightly. On 

her beautiful and mature face, she showed a childlike, innocent and contented smile. She really fell 

asleep. 

 

Ye Chen just stares at a pair of eyes. He tries to struggle, but he can't move at all. Chi Yunhui's beautiful 

sleeping face almost sticks to his face. He can even clearly feel the breath of a young woman spraying on 

his nose. 

 

Smelling Chi Yunhui's unique fragrance similar to Verbena grass, ye Chen's heart beat faster and faster 

as she felt the soft, elastic and hot body clinging to her body 

 

Ye Chen just wanted to let the spirit of the Royal beast move, but the other side leisurely said: "you are a 

big man and don't suffer losses. What do you need from me? " 

 

Ye Chen was helpless. 

 

Three hours later, Chi Yunhui slowly opened her eyes, sat up and stretched herself on the jade bed. 



 

Ye Chen breathed out a breath and was finally liberated. These three hours were more painful than 

when he was under the extremely terrible pressure of Chi Yunhui! 

 

Chi Yunhui looked at Ye Chen's appearance in a funny way, and suddenly slapped Ye Chen's buttocks in a 

prank. 

 

Ye Chen is startled, and instantly jumps out of bed. He even retreats for several steps. He looks at Chi 

Yunhui with some vigilance. This woman really makes him feel a little overwhelmed. 

 

Chi Yunhui burst out laughing: 

 

"you don't have to look like this. I just feel sleepy and like to sleep with something in my arms. Just now 

my mind was a little confused. I forgot about the spiritual blood test and thought you were coming to 

sleep with me. Ha ha ha." 

 

Ye Chen looks at Chi Yunhui with tears and laughter. If she hadn't experienced her terrible pressure, ye 

Chen would have doubted whether she was a martial arts star 

 

Chi Yunhui chuckled and then said, "OK, now that I have enough sleep, it's time to talk about business. 

Do you know why we should give some xuanyuezong disciples an opportunity to recommend them to 

participate in the spiritual blood test?" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head and said, "please enlighten me." 

 

Chi Yunhui's eyes suddenly darkened"Because we, the alien race, gradually began to decline. As our 

blood is getting thinner and thinner, the qualifications of our younger generations are getting worse and 

worse. And our body, more or less, contains a trace of ancient monster blood. 

 

There are many villains with evil intentions who covet the blood in our bodies 

 

"So at this time, we can only seek the help of our allies." 



 

"It's just that the elders of Lingxian Palace are willing to give us this opportunity in Lingxian mountain. " 

 

" I don't know why they are so kind, but it's an opportunity. " 

 

Ye Chen said:" I remember that only young people can participate in this spiritual blood test? I'm afraid 

such an ally will not help much? 

 

If someone wants to be disadvantageous to the blood tiger clan, even the elder can't cope with it. What 

can I do with my strength? " 

 

Chi Yunhui said with a smile, "isn't there xuanyuezong behind you? With the Lingxian emperor palace 

and other big real forces, isn't that enough? 

 

Moreover, I want you to help the blood tiger clan, not now, but in the future. " 

 

She gazed at Ye Chen's eyes and said, "all the talents who can pass my assessment are the talents with 

infinite potential. Therefore, the Allies I need are not you now, but you in the future! 

 

In the future, within the scope of your ability, you should help the blood tiger family once when it is 

needed! 

 

In this way, even if I am not here in the future, the contacts accumulated over the years will be enough 

to keep the blood tiger clan for a while. " 

 

She said, her pale golden eyes, showing a trace of desolation and fatigue, so many years, the blood tiger 

race is out of touch, only she is a strong star body to support. 

 

For the blood tiger clan, she did not know how much heart, originally, with her character, the least want 

to touch, is such a complex thing. 

 

But for now, she has to carry on this complicated thing. 
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Ye Chen looked at Chi Yunhui's eyes and solemnly nodded: "I agreed." 

 

Chi Yunhui said with a smile: "well, the trial starts in three days. These days, you should live in this attic 

first. I still have some things to do and I have to go." 

 

After that, he did not wait for ye Chen to answer, then his body flashed and lost his trace. 

 

On the second floor of the attic, only Ye Chen is left. Looking at the jade bed with Chi Yunhui's body 

temperature, he is slightly distracted. 

 

…… 

 

Three days later, ye Chen woke up from practice, opened his eyes and vomited out a mouthful of turbid 

Qi. 

 

If he had been under the pressure of Chi Yunhui's Xingqiao state for such a long time, it was not without 

any harvest. In recent days, he repeatedly realized the feeling of confrontation with the pressure. Now, 

if he was allowed to face the pressure of the strong again, he would be more relaxed to deal with it. 

 

Shortly after he opened his eyes, a golden escape light flew into the room, and the golden light 

converged, showing Chi Yunhui's graceful figure. 

 

Chi Yunhui looked at Ye Chen and said, "it's almost time. It's time to go to Lingxian mountain to 

participate in the blood test." 

 

Ye Chen looks at Chi Yunhui, who seems to have some injuries. Maybe she has fought with someone 

else. After all, Chi Yunhui is a strong player in Xingqiao state, and someone can make her hurt? 



 

Chi Yunhui seemed to see through Ye Chen's thoughts and said with a smile: "nothing. There are three 

old guys from Xingqiao state who come to me and ask me to recommend one to participate in the 

spiritual blood test. After I refused, there was just a conflict." 

 

Ye Chen looks slightly changed when he hears the speech. Are the three famous stars in the state of 

mind? 

 

Can let three star orifices together ask Chi Yunhui to recommend the person, certainly, not weak? 

 

Moreover, the influence behind him and his position will never be worse than that of xuanyuezong and 

ye Chen's Secret disciples. 

 

Thinking of this, ye Chen looked at Chi Yunhui with a softer look and said, "elder Chi, if you want to 

consider the future of the blood tiger clan, this person seems to be more valuable than me, right?" 

 

Chi Yunhui winked at Ye Chen and said, "it's not necessarily true. Although that person is indeed a 

worthy immortal demon, I'm more optimistic about you. Moreover, since I have promised you, how can 

I turn back? Well, cut the crap. Let's get going 

 

With a wave of her hand, a golden light wrapped Ye Chen and rose from the sky. 

 

I don't know how long after, Chi Yunhui and ye Chen came to a valley covered by clouds. 

 

Standing on the boundless white fog, ye Chen looked at his feet and asked, "is this the place where the 

spiritual blood test is carried out?" 

 

"Lingxian mountain? " 

 

are Xia Ruoxue and Ji Siqing around here? 

 

This may be the closest he and the two were. 



 

His powerful mind was released, but he could not feel anything. 

 

Chi Yunhui nodded her head and said, "below the canyon is the place where the spiritual blood test is 

carried out. This fog sea is jointly set up by the Lingxian emperor palace and hundreds of other powerful 

people. Even if it is above the Xingqiao state, it can not be forced to break through." 

 

Ye chenmu in a different color flash, this looks insignificant thick fog, unexpectedly so terrible. 

 

He also looked at Chi Yunhui and said, "elder Chi, am I the only one to participate in the test? No one 

from the blood tiger clan participated 

 

Chi Yunhui was silent for a moment, and suddenly said to Ye Chen, "Ye Chen, do you know why when I 

test you, I use coercion?" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head and said, "please give me your advice." 

 

Chi Yunhui said, "because this spiritual blood test does not require the talents of all ethnic groups to 

fight against each other." 

 

"Is that?" 

 

"Under the sea of fog, there is an exotic treasure, called the picture of beasts. When people with special 

blood essence and blood vessels face the picture, they will activate a wisp of corresponding true spirit 

spirits. The true spirit spirits are transformed by blood essence and can emit pure true spirit pressure!" 

 

In her eyes, there was a trace of coagulation: "although the content of the trial is not a battle, but to 

bear the real spiritual pressure, it is much more dangerous than fighting! 

 

This spiritual blood test has been opened before. Most of them die under the pressure of the true spirit. 

After their death, the essence blood in their bodies will be absorbed by the true spirit and become 

powerful. 



 

If you can pass the test, you can get a little blood essence. Our blood tiger generation is withered. There 

is no outstanding talent. There is no need to let them die in vain. " 

 

When ye Chen hears the speech, his eyebrows frown slightly. Just a drop of blood essence can bring him 

such a powerful power. Even if it is because of the counter heaven of the reincarnation formula of gods 

and demons, we can see how terrible the blood essence of ancient fierce beasts was. 

 

I'm afraid this trial will not be easy. 

 

Chi Yunhui looked at Ye Chen's gradually heavy face and said: 

 

"now you know why you need to have blood essence to participate in the test? The true spirits and 

spirits in the picture of beasts are all beings with strong intelligence. 

 

This trial, in fact, is equivalent to a gamble. It is a game between you and the true spirit with blood as 

the chip! If you want to quit now, there's still time. "Ye Chen's expression returned to indifference and 

said with a smile: "don't worry, master, do you want to gamble? I've never lost, even if it's true spirit, it's 

the same! " 

 

No matter how powerful the true spirit is, ye Chen will defeat it! 

 

Chi Yunhui waved her hand and said with a smile, "ha ha, you are really a good man. If you live in the 

same room with you, maybe you can give birth to a good offspring for the blood tiger clan." 

 

Ye Chen smiles and stares at Chi Yunhui in shock. What does she say? Have offspring? Did you hear me 

right? 

 

Without waiting for ye Chen to speak, Chi Yunhui presents a tiger head token. With a little finger, a drop 

of blood essence condenses from the fingertip, and flies to the token. The token instantly shines and 

shines on the sea of fog. 

 

Suddenly, in the sea of fog, a passage is separated, and the bottom of the valley can be seen. 



 

Chi Yunhui's golden light flashed all over her body, and she took Ye Chen to the passage and flew away. 

 

Soon they reached the bottom of the valley. 

 

At this time, many people have gathered in the valley. 

 

Not long after Chi Yunhui and ye Chen landed on the ground, not far away, a sharp voice came from a 

woman: 

 

"Oh, isn't this Chi Yunhui? Yes? Why did the blood tiger clan bring a person to participate in the spirit 

blood test? Eh, or a foreigner? 

 

Ha ha ha ha ha, has the blood tiger clan been unbearable to such a degree? In my opinion, it's better to 

get rid of the name of Zhenling hundred people. " 

 

Chi Yunhui heard the words, and the cold light in her pale golden eyes flashed. She looked at a woman in 

a gray robe not far away. 

 

The woman in the grey robe had grey hair, and her breath was cold. Behind her stood three young men 

with extraordinary breath. 

 

When ye Chen looks at the last person, it is a flash of vision, and there is a kind of bloodthirsty feeling on 

this person. 

 

Extremely cold. 

 

Blood seems to have a trace of ancient fierce beast wolf! 

 

Although the human form, but like a fierce wolf! 

 


